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Symposia
RAFF, DANIEL M.G. “Introduction to the Symposium.”
and “Business History and the Problem of Action."
LIPARTITO, KENNETH. “The Ontology of Economic Things.”
POPP, ANDREW. “Histories of Business and the Everyday.”
SCRANTON, PHILIP. “Foundations and Futures: Visions of Business Histories.”

Articles
HAMILTON, SHANE. “Crop Insurance and the New Deal Roots of Agricultural Financialization in the United States.”

New issues in academic journals

The Economic History Review (Vol. 73(4), 2020)
Scandinavian Economic History Review (Vol. 68(3) 2020)
Australia Economic History Review (Vol. 60(3) 2020)
Revista de Historia Económica - Journal of Iberian and Latin American Economic History (Vol. 38 Special Issue 2, 2020)
Business History Review (Vol. 94(2) 2020)
Business History (Vol. 68(8) 2020)
Financial History Review (Vol. 27(2) 2020)

New BHC and AHLS prize to honor Anne Fleming's scholarship. Read more.
Interviews, Podcasts, and Virtual Events

The Economic Historian's interview with Paige Glotzer on her book How the Suburbs Were Segregated Developers and the Business of Exclusionary Housing, 1890–1960 is available here.

This Week in Business History @biz_history has posted a new episode "The Rise of Rose Knox." Listen here.

Past virtual events of the Business History Collective are available on demand. The presentation by Tom Buckley "Paths Taken: The Strategic Trajectories of Retail Organisations in the United States and the United Kingdom, 1950-1980" is available here. For future events, check the Business History Collective's agenda.

The European University Institute hosts a new podcast show from the Conversations on New Histories of Capitalism Webinar Series. Check them out here.

The latest from the Hagley Hangouts is with Salem Elzway about his dissertation project “Arms of the State: A History of the Industrial Robot in Postwar America.” Access this episode and more here.

Research from across the Web

The blog The Economic Historian has posted its last contribution centered on the topic of Slavery and Capitalism: Capitalism, Slavery, and Economic White Supremacy by Calvin Schermerhorn.

The following posts are part of the October and November contributions of The Long Run, the Economic History Society sponsored blog:

- Institutional change and property rights prior to the Industrial Revolution: The case of wardship in Britain, 1485-1660 by Sean Bottomley.
- Country Risk: The Bane of Foreign Investors by Norbert Gaillard

The last contribution to the eabh's working paper series is Abe de Jong, Joost Jonker, Ailsa Röell, and Gerarda Westerhuis Reinventing institutions: Trust offices and the Dutch financial system, 1690s–2000s.

The Fall 2020 issue of Financial History magazine (published by the Museum of American Finance) can be accessed here.